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To touch down (verb) – to land an airplane; the moment when the airplane touches Earth.
To get settled (verb) – to get comfortable; to get organized.
To board (verb) – to get on the airplane; to enter the plane.
To check something out (phrasal verb) – to observe something; to see; to verify
To check in (phrasal verb) – to arrive and notify the hotel of one’s presence
To rush (verb) – to hurry; to not have time when going somewhere.
To backpack (verb) – to travel in a casual style with a large backpack
Indulgences (noun) – luxuries; something you only get once in a while.
Nap (noun) – a short sleep, usually in the middle of the day.
Take-off (noun) – the moment when the airplane leaves the ground, and starts to fly.
Gusto (noun) – enjoyment in doing something; enthusiasm.
Hostel (noun) – a causal style accommodation “backpackers”,
Grub (slang noun) – food.
Lady Boss (slang noun) – a woman who is independent, productive and daring.
First Class (adjective) – something that is very high quality; most expensive seats on an airplane, train,
Prior (adjective) - coming before in time, order, or importance.
Coach (adjective) – Economy class on an airplane; the cheaper seats.
Eager (adjective) – wanting to do X very much; enthusiastic.
Amidst (preposition) – in the middle of.
To make one’s mouth water (idiom) – sensation in the mouth when you smell or see delicious food.

Vocabulary Practice for Sushi on a Plane:
Choose the correct word and its form for each sentence. Only 10 words have been chosen.
1. Before watching the movie, they _____________ on the sofa.
2. The girl that he loved so much stood _____________ the crowd.
3. After I graduated from college, I ______________ around Latin America.
4. When my mom makes cookies, it always __________________________.
5. Chocolate and red wine are some of Marina’s favorite ________________.
6. Let’s get some _________ somewhere! I am super hungry!
7. ___________ to having a baby, Christy and Tony went out dancing every weekend.
8. The Spanish used to take a _______ in the middle of the day called a “siesta.”
9. When you fly ___________ you get champagne and a more comfortable seat.
10. They hate when they are late for work, because then they have to __________.

